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KUSHEY is an annual pilgrimage we make night, the dignity of Bangladesh, of its left a world reverberating with resolve to 
into the valleys and highlands of our souls. people and of the language they spoke and keep the banner of this nation fluttering 
It is a dirge we sound, to recollect the sad- dreamed in. through spring sunshine and through 
ness that poured into our lives when the Today, it is yet one more journey we monsoon storms.
power of the Pakistan state sought to snuff make through the old beaten tracks of Today, we remember. And, remember-
out our heritage through a brute assertion time, to remind ourselves of the cultural ing, we pray for those valiant sons of the 
of force. It is, at the same time, a song we traditions that bind our souls, each to soil. 
sing endlessly to glorify the motherland, each, in defence of our liberty. It is also a 
its sons who went forth on February 21, message we send out to those who will 

MAHFUZ  ANAM1952, to redeem the old pledge of uphold- come after us --- that the young men who 
Editor & Publishering, in the light of day and in the dark of mingled with the dust all those years ago 

The annual 
pilgrimage we make ...
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 AMINUL ISLAM, PROFESSOR, Teachers in higher institutions of ues of civilization; but in the absence The aim of the University, despite all towards a noble and rich kind of 
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY learning like the university are of its right direction men and nations adverse circumstances, was to make living. They are engaged in teaching 

expected to undertake research as a gradually drift along bigoted and a full-fledged man who is not only particular facts in a specialized field, 
necessary prelude to their teaching. sterile living. We cannot therefore educated in the conventional sense, and they train their students to be as DUCATION may broadly be 
Their academic duties should be talk just of education but the kind of but also is imbued with social and good citizens as to fit into the status defined as a tripartite devel-
tailored to this end. Ability as a education that we intend to pursue moral values -- mutual tolerance, quo. But in some cases young men opment of the body, mind 
researcher should be binding for in our individual, social and national love, amity, understanding and so and women may get their degrees in Eand spirit; and its basic pur-
teaching at the university level; for life. forth. a few years just to find that they have pose is to equip men and women 
unless a teacher can give his students not been trained for the society in As for the University of Dhaka, my When I look back and recall my with knowledge, skill and moral 
something from his own investiga-which they are to live, move and have alma mater, its founders were not experience of the early 60's of the values required for competent mem-
tion, he cannot create faith and con-their being. This is doubtless a grave unaware of the profound impact of past century, I can say the teacher-bership in the social enterprise. This 
fidence in the inquisitive minds. The situation, and it makes fresh education on the psyche of the learn- student relationship was by and large objective of education has received 
ability as a scholar should not, how-demands upon education and places ers. Hence the mission with which close, cordial and one of respect and recognition from philosophers and 
ever, serve as an excuse for lack of new responsibilities upon the teach-they opened the doors of the affection. For instance, once I fell sick statesmen alike. The Republic of 
ability as a teacher. And in order to ers. As the atmosphere and the atti-University to the students in July, and was hospitalized. Dr G C Dev, the Plato, an ancient version of a perfect 
ensure this dual efficiency as a tudes that exist in the educational 1921 was not to impart knowledge for then Head of the Department of society, depicts with due earnestness 
scholar and a teacher, each univer-system are predominantly influ-the sake of knowledge, but to make Philosophy came to know of my of the rulers and guardians to direct 
sity needs to have a sound teachers' enced by the teachers, their activities some men and women imbued with illness, rushed to the hospital imme-their educational system towards 
training program.and ethical ideals are exceedingly the cardinal human values and diately and stayed with the attending training their successors for office. 

The idea of education is not merely important.equipped with the necessary quali- physician for a few hours late at night By means of a rigorous program of 
the preservation and transmission of ties of leadership. Education, thus urging them to do everything they The first and the foremost obliga-psycho-physical discipline the learn-
knowledge, but the attainment of conceived by the founders of the could to help me. Professor S A Hai, tion of a teacher is to his students. His ers are carefully selected for superior 
truth as well. The moment educators University, is not the mere enhance- another very revered teacher of main task and endeavor is the devel-mastery of the rational principles of 
are deviated from this norm the pur-ment of theoretic knowledge but mine, also followed suit and did opment of personality and skill of the order and harmony. They are strictly 
pose of education is bound to be building up of the total personality of everything he could just like the learner in the lines for which he is exhorted to polish the rational, spiri-
baffled. Truth cannot be attained the learner as a full-fledged human parents. Thinking in retrospect, I found to be best fitted to serve the tual and appetitive aspects of their 
except by free and fair inquiry, and being. almost willy-nilly feel emotionally society. Courses and methods in mind and thus build up their charac-
therefore intellectual freedom is a charged and profoundly grateful to teaching are but a means to this end.For my part, I was a student of this ter as a whole.
necessary precondition for the edu-such teachers who took up teaching University between the years 1960 It is often asked as to whether and During the medieval times, how-
cational process. If the state or the not merely as an occupation, but also and 1964 and have been engaged in if so how far a teacher should partici-ever, education was looked upon as 
community opposes the pursuit of as a noble profession, something teaching here since March 1, 1965. pate in community activities. To me an affair of the church and the 
truth in the fear that some estab-that is so urgently called for today During the bulk of my student days in it seems that the only rational solu-priests. The church-controlled edu-
lished doctrines might be affected, when there is widespread concern the then East Pakistan, we were tion to this problem is that the cators gave education a religious bias 
education loses its true direction and and heart-rendering unrest over the under autocratic rule, including teacher being primarily a citizen and utilized the entire educational 
fails to flourish as a humanizing ongoing socio-moral erosion as martial law, and almost in total seize cannot be denied the right which his mechanism in teaching men what 
force. When Galileo enunciated his much in the educational institutions with little freedom of any kind. These fellow citizens enjoy. But while par-God has revealed about Himself and 
principles of astronomy he was seek and to find the truth. Therefore, as elsewhere. I have little doubt that were difficult days indeed! And there ticipating in such activities he can-His creation, how go wished them to 
accused of teaching doctrines both in our classes as well as in our the remedy of this unfortunate state prevailed, not without reason, an not possibly afford to get involved in live in order to attain salvation and so 
opposed to God's truth. The memo- writings we should carefully see that of affairs lies in evolving a compre-undercurrent of discontent, dissent an active political life. For, once he on. In recent times also different 
rable reply of Galileo to his judges things are dealt with fairly by us. If hensive system of education where and revolt which erupted into a finds himself involved in activity in governments have sought to consoli-
was that, as a scientist the only way in instead we take advantage of our science and technology flourish series of movements leading to the politics, it will be really difficult for date their autocratic regimes by 
which he could try to disagree with students' trust in us and give them a alongside the fundamental human war of independence in 1971. Such the teacher to avoid controversies evolving patterns of education 
God's truth was to make his truth as biased account of facts and ideas we values. political agitations notwithstanding. which are bound to tell upon his designed especially to train the 
true as possible. The judgment of are dealing with, we shall do them a we were never for a moment indiffer- value and dignity as a teacher.youth in their cherished doctrines. 
posterity has gone in Galileo's favor. disservice and commit a moral and ent to our responsibility of building Here I would especially like to Genuine efforts in maintaining Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy, for 
Such, indeed, should be the principle intellectual wrong-doing. As teachers us up as worthy sons of the soil by concentrate on the role of teachers in efficiency and teaching skill is an example, left no stone unturned to 
of intellectual freedom in higher we are expected to give our students concentrating on the pursuit of shaping the course of such a system obligation the teacher cannot ignore mould the young to their totalitarian 
studies and researches. good evidence of the spirit of fair knowledge. The total atmosphere of education. For I believe that except at grave peril to himself and patterns by all possible devices of 

inquiry both in what we advocate and But while insisting that education was indeed foul and somber, but the among the manifold forces that are his students. If the first job of the training and harangue.
in what we oppose. As the torch-needs to be kept free from the dictates academic determination of the responsible for directing and con- teacher is to teach, his just need is This shows unmistakably that 
bearers of knowledge and truth we are of pressure groups and that teachers teachers and students were also firm trolling the course of education, the knowledge. It is his moral responsi-education is a powerful mechanism 
entitled to do our thinking with a are competent judges of truth in their and uncompromising. Compared role of teachers does deserve special bility to gain command of the subject which is and has always been instru-
sense of responsibility not for any own fields, teachers have no good with today, the number of teachers mention. Teachers are considerably which he is teaching. How can a mental in bringing about changes in 
section or group, but for the collective reason to claim as their right the free-and students of the University was responsible for the kind of education teacher hope to serve the best inter-the existing state of affairs. History 
interest and well-being of the people dom of discussing in the class room considerably smaller, the teacher- which exists and for the socio-moral ests of the students unless he himself bears ample testimony to the fact 
of the society at large.controversial topics with no relation student ratio was closer. The ideal- values that arise from the educa- grows in knowledge and skill? A that education may save a citilization 

to their relevant fields. We need free-ism and patriotism of the students tional process. Teachers are expected teacher who maintains low stan-as it also can wreck one. In the spirit 
Dr. Aminul Islam is Professor, Department dom of teaching and research in order and the sincerity and devotion of the to guide their students not only dards is sure to turn out students of true enlightenment education can 
of Philosophy, Dhaka University. to maintain intellectual integrity to teachers were far more conspicuous. towards more knowledge but also with no standard at all.preserve and fortify the abiding val-
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Ekushey: Education and 
                the role of teachers

HERE is no ambiguity in awareness that Pakistan, despite the tion of the stranglehold of English as it badly. And that has to do with the 
the way Professor Serajul promises of all-round welfare it had also the threat of a new one in the falling standards in politics. Time 
Islam Choudhury feels symbolized before Partition, was form of Urdu that made the Bengali was when politicians were particular Tabout Ekushey. What hap- simply proving incapable of redeem- sit up. He was unwilling to go for a about employing fluent, impeccable 

pened on 21 February 1952, he ing its pledges. new form of linguistic slavery. Bengali in their conversations and 
informs you without any second It all begins to make sense. The That was a moment of glory, notes oratory. Today, even among the polit-
thoughts coming into his verbal pent-up and growing discontent of Dr. Chowdhury, and by 1956 Bangla ical classes, the language is in free 
peregrinations, is that it was a natu- all classes of Bengalis thus found in had been acknowledged as one of the fall. Small wonder, then, says the 
ral precursor to the Bengali national- the struggle for an assertion of the state languages of Pakistan. But it eminent academic, bad Bengali is 
ist movement that would take shape Bengali language in the national was not until the emergence of heard everywhere. Where in the past 
over time. Ekushey was therefore not scheme of things a point of conver- Bangladesh that the full import, the there would be role models for the 
a mere struggle for the assertion of gence. A nation, as distinct from the absolute certainty which comes with young, in the form of dedicated head-
Bengali as a language of the state. It people inhabiting a particular prov- fulfillment in terms of reasserting the masters and guardians, today every-
was, more importantly, the first ince of the Pakistan state, began to integrity of the Bengali language, was thing is prey to mediocrity. In simple 
direct revolt against the communal take slow but sure shape in East felt. But --- and there is a tone of terms, Bengali is today the language 
two-nation theory that had left lives Pakistan. To be sure, it would soon be regret in Choudhury's voice --- we of the poor. Those who refuse to 
in dissonance and a subcontinent in East Bengal; and further down the have now grown indifferent to the speak it, or shy away from using it, do 
disarray. As an uprising, therefore, steps of time, it would be a sovereign language. Take the matter of educa- so from a sense of inferiority.
Ekushey was to lead inexorably to the Bangladesh. Dr. Choudhury dwells tion. A vital reason why Bengali has Serajul Islam Choudhury under-
nationalism that would come to on all the concatenation of events suffered has to do with the three- stands the ramifications of living life 
underpin the armed struggle for and incidents that followed from the tiered education system in the coun- without one's mother tongue. It is a 
Bengali freedom nineteen years seminal occurrence of 1952. There try, a system that has fundamentally nation's language which paves the 
down the line, in 1971. were the Tagore centenary celebra- turned out to be a flawed one, for path to great literature. But great 

But then Choudhury serves a tions of 1961, the students' rejection very predictable reasons. Such a literature again rests on a profundity 
caveat. While 21 February 1952 was a o f  t h e  H a m o o d u r  R e h m a n  system has revealed a growing cleav- of philosophy. All said and done, it is 
revolt against the state of Pakistan, it Commission education report of age among the various classes of language --- the sophistication of it, 
was also a movement geared toward 1962, the anti-Ayub mass upsurge of people in Bangladesh. The poor go the base of it --- that leads to the 
an attainment of democratic rights. 1969, the Bengali electoral triumph for madrasah education, the middle dynamism of a nation. 
In the five years that had elapsed of 1970 and, eventually, the war of class opts for Bengali medium edu- You come away from your interac-
since the creation of Pakistan, no liberation in 1971. cation while a growing elite happily tion with Serajul Islam Choudhury 
qualitative changes --- be in they in All of that should make us happy, choose English as a medium of feeling that 1952 was a flowering of 

array of people) in our midst because Bengal? Choudhury reasons that it democratic pluralism or economic right? Wrong, if you were to hear instruction for their children. The Bengali creativity. And yet you feel, as 
the land belongs to them as much as was fear of deprivation in all sectors welfare --- had redefined popular Professor Choudhury. Our problems, chaos is all. he feels, that the beauty and the aes-
it belongs to us. So where does that of life, were Urdu to be imposed, that lives. Hence, Ekushey was also despite the attainment of independ- Chaos? Look at it another way. thetics that ought to have blossomed 
place nationalism as a pivot of col- led the Bengali to revolt. He cites the expressive of a popular desire not ent nationhood, have remained. Through creeping capitalism, educa- from within it has not happened. In 
lective freedom? Choudhury's matter of English, a language, indeed only for democratic expression for M a k e  n o  m i s t a k e ,  s a y s  h e .  tion has dwindled into a commodity. Bangladesh, in West Bengal and 
response is straight, unequivocal: a mode of life that the British colonial freedom from the economic exploi- Bangladesh is not a nation-state, for No one, says Choudhury, raises a across the world, 250,000,000 million 
today in Bangladesh, we would like rulers foisted on the subcontinent. tation that the landlord/capitalist there are within its territories small voice against capitalism, against the people speak the language. What 
to see a democratic, not a nationalist Despite the creation of Pakistan after class had been thriving on for a long nationalities that in terms of law and a l l - p e r v a s i v e  n e g a t i v i s m  o f  difference has it made? Plenty, you 
state --- for nationalism ignores the departure of the British, Bengalis time. Obviously, as Choudhury rea- morality must be accorded due rec- globalisation, with the result that the would say. And yet there is plenty 
others. It mutates into a form of trib- (and other nationalities in Pakistan) sons, it was a situation that not even ognition. The majority of the people casualty has been socialism. And more to be made, you might add. 
alism, or so he implies. were unable to free themselves of the the normally docile, security- in Bangladesh may be Bengalis, but it with socialism gone, the Bengali Professor Serajul Islam Chowdhury is an 

But that old struggle against the fetters of the English language. In concerned middle class could stay will simply not do to ignore the non- language has been pushed to the academic, scholar and University Grants 

attempt at an imposition of Urdu on 1952, therefore, it was this recogni- Commission Professor. away from. That was because of its Bengalis (and they include a wide sidelines. Those who speak it, speak 

IN CONVERSATION

Bangla is today the poor man's language . . .
Professor Serajul Islam Choudhury speaks on the problems and prospects 
of the Bengali language with Syed Badrul Ahsan . . .
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 CHOWDHURY AKHTAR ANWAR struggle and sufferings, "Rastro Bhasha Abdur Rashid Tarkabagish and Shamsuddin 
Sangram Parishad" (action committee) held Ahmed wanted a statement on the incident. 

KUSHEY February 1952 was the a meeting at Amtola of Dhaka University. But the provincial Chief Minister Nurul Amin 
first protest against the Pakistani Presided over by Gaziul  Hoque, the meeting was not repentant and so was reluctant to 

-rulers who made their best efforts to took the decision to break Section 144 make any statement. On 22 23 February, Eintroduce Urdu as a State language imposed by the League government. Dhaka was a city of protest, and rallies, 
of Pakistan, bypassing Bangla. Bangla was On 21 February, 1952, in according with especially by the people of old Dhaka who 
the mother tongue of 56% inhabitants of the the previous decision of the "Bhasha action played a very strong role in those days. All 
state of Pakistan. But Pakistan's ruler ignored committee" students, both male and female, shops and business offices were closed 
the fact. Before 1952 many incidents took came out on the streets in a disciplined down. Boys and girls of schools and even 
place in the then East Pakistan. manner to break Section 144. Suddenly near housewives came out on the streets to 

The struggle for achieving Bangla as a state Medical College barrack-4 police started protest against the firing incidents. An issue 
language continued. But the struggle got its charging sticks on the peaceful procession. of the "The Morning News" newspaper was 
force or momentum when Mohammad Ali Then clash started.  Police without burned. Ekushey, a language movement, 
Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan, came to provocation stared firing. Abul Barkat, a turned into a political one. 

t student of MA class of Dhaka University, was Dhaka on 19  March 1948. Jinnah addressed a One may ask what is the out come of the 
hit by a bullet on his thigh and later died at public meeting at Race Course Ground language movement? With courage and 
Dhaka Medical College Hospital. Rafiquddin, (Suharwardy Uddayan) and where he determination we may say a new horizon of 
a student of Debendra College, died on spot declared "Urdu and Urdu shall be the state Bengali Nationalism arose from the struggle. 
in the same police action. Abdul Jabbar, the language of Pakistan", A small protest arose The people of the then East Pakistan got 
son of a peasant, got bullet injuries in his from the audience. But a statesman like courage for struggle to achieve autonomy as 
lower abdomen. pioneers of that protest. The Muslim League Sangram Parishad" and specially from the Jinnah ignored the importance of Bangla. well”.

There is speculation that at least 50/60 provincial government had no respect for students community, the Nazimuddin Even in a special convocation ceremony on In conclusion, we may say that Ekushey 
persons were killed on 21 and 22 February, Bangla. They excluded Bangla from money government made an agreement with the 24 March at Curzon Hall he reiterated the gave us the courage to protest against odds 
1952. After the firing incident on students, order forms, post cards, envelopes and many central action committee of "Rastro Bhasha same sentiments. Here at Curzon Hall a brief and to fight for establishing our rights. 
strong protests took place in the provincial other government papers. Subsequently on Sangram Parishad." But later Nazimuddin protest came from the attending students. 
assembly. Dhirendra Nath Datta, Moulana extreme pressure from "Rastro Bhasha betrayed the cause. After long four years of Chowdhury Akhtar Anwar is a writer.Abdul Matin and AKM Ahsan were the 

Md. Anwarul Kabir concept of Pakistan. So, the LR did country vigorously joined the along with some members, elected people of this region joined the they considered the imposition of 
not confront with the modern theo- Pakistan movement, being inspired on the ticket of the KPP joined ML. Pakistan movement for their eco- Urdu on the Bengali people would be 

H E  e m e r g e n c e  o f  retical framework of nation state and by any sort of religious extremism. This enabled the ML to form the nomic salvation and not for estab- a serious blow to Bengali culture as 
Bangladesh based on nationality. The two preconditions If we analyse the socio-economic Bengal Provincial government at that lishing any solely religion-based well as the Bengali nationhood as a 
B e n g a l i  n a t i o n a l i s m  for this framework are a) a nation background of the majority popula- time. ideology. whole. But the large-scale participa-Tthrough a massive libera- should have a territory and b) among tion of the then East Bengal and their However, as Fazlul Huq joined the However, at the advent of partition tion of the illiterate people in the 

tion war has fulfilled the hardcore the people of that region, there political affiliations objectively, we Pakistan movement in 1940, the ML in 1947, the powerful Dhaka Nawab movement merits a careful attention 
spirit of our language movement. should be a common instrument of can appreciate the rationale of their started to gain popularity among the family led by  Khawaja Nazim-ud- in order to appreciate the real spirit 
This simplistic notion is popular communication -- a language. These involvement in Pakistan movement. common people. This got momen- din recaptured the steering position of the Ekushey. 
among the common people as well preconditions were fully reflected in During the British period, the major- tum before the election in 1946 when of the Bengal ML and sidelined As we mentioned, at that time, the 
as in the psyche of many of our intel- LR. ity of the people in this region were Khawaja Nazim-ud-din, a conserva- Suhrawardy-Abul Hashim axis. prime motivation for joining the 
lectuals. The notion persists because Why the majority of the people in marginalised peasants and like other tive and communal Muslim leader, Then, the vested rulers of the then Pakistan movement on part of the 
in analysing the background of the the then East Bengal participated in parts of India such marginalised was replaced from the central posi- Pakistan being deviated from the LR common people was to achieve eco-
Ekushey we have overemphasised Pakistan movement is an interesting people were oppressed by the tion of the Bengal ML by  Abul formed a single state instead of prom- nomic salvation. But the newly 
the political and cultural aspects of issue to be analysed. In this region, Zaminder and business classes. But Hashim, a progressive and pragmatic ised several sovereign states. This emerged state of Pakistan utterly 
our language movement. To uncover though the majority of the people are by chance, the majority members of Bengali Muslim leader. Abul Hashim alienated the Bengali intelligentsia failed to fulfil the promises of the 
this myth centring the Ekushey and Muslims, historically they have been these Zaminder and business classes along with the liberal Muslim leader and they became vocal with a view to leaders of the ML which they pledged 
to appreciate its actual spirit which upholding and practising Bengali were from Hindu community and Shaheed Suhrawardy motivated the preserving the Bengali culture and during the movement. After the 
inspired the people of this region to culture without any confrontation they indiscriminately oppressed the common Muslim people, who tradition. partition, within a short time the 
take part in the language movement, with the Islamic culture. The reason peasant community and the victims largely belonged to the peasant com- Immediately after partition, the common people became dissatisfied 
we need to probe into the history of behind this lies in the way of preach- of such oppression were mostly from munity by giving emphasis on their founder of Pakistan, Mohammad Ali with the food policy, market prices of 
the creation of Pakistan in 1947 with ing Islam which began in around the among the Muslim community. economic needs rather than instill- Jinnah, without realizing the conse- agriculture commodities, as well as 

tha fresh outlook. Among the middle and lower ing any feeling of communal con- quence, declared Urdu as the state the behaviour of the bureaucrats and 14  century in this region. Most of the 
In British India, the Muslim classes of the Muslim community of flicts. In fact, the religious ideology language of Pakistan. It may be noted the members of the law enforcing people who converted themselves 

League (ML) cobbled the Pakistan this region, prior to the 1937 election, had no role in the 1946 electoral that Urdu was not any major lan- agencies. So, the basis of the large-into Muslims in the East Bengal were 
movement in 1940 through the ML had a little influence though it campaign and the subsequent guage of any province in the then scale participation of the common from the lower strata of the Hindu 
Lahore Resolution (LR) and eventu- was founded in Dhaka. The ML at Pakistan movement in the then East Pakistan. But this was the common people in the language movement community and they were inspired 
ally popularised it among the that time was, in fact, treated as a Bengal. In this region, the Pakistan language of the Muslim feudal class was a sort of protest to get the eco-by the 'Peers'/Aowalias' who fol-
Muslim majority regions of the then social club of Muslim aristocrats movement indeed was aligned with and the majority of the ML leaders nomic freedom which they had lowed the Sufism, contrary to the 
British India. Though the key ML headed by the Nowab family of the economic demands of the Bengal were from that class. Perhaps, Jinnah dreamt of during the Pakistan move-orthodox view of the Islam. This 
Leader M A Jinnah advocated Two- Dhaka. However, among the com- peasants and Abul Hashim pre- was biased towards these leaders and ment.Sufism stressed on a spiritual union 
Nation Theory, LR did not tarnish the mon people, Fazlul Huq's Krishak vented the common people from became adamant to establish Urdu The spirit of the Ekushey that grew with God and did not require its new-
very concept of ethnic and linguistic Praja Party (KPP) had a special embracing communal slogans. The as the state language. The Bengali was, thus, rooted in economics, est adherents to abandon their tradi-
based nationality. In fact, LR explic- appeal as it promised to uphold the Muslim peasants' immediate con- educated class --- intellectuals and political and cultural issues. Though tional beliefs and practice totally. So, 
itly emphasised region-based interest of the peasants and ordinary flict was with traders and money students --- protested this initiative these issues are interrelated, the the influence of the indigenous 
nationality (which implicitly sup- people of the society until the elec- lenders of whom the majority were vehemently and took the lead role in economic aspect is the most crucial Bengali cultural practices is predom-
ports the linguistically based nation- tion of 1937. Even in the election of from the Hindu community. Abul popularising the language move- for the common people. But the inantly evident among the Muslim 
ality as in every region, people have a 1937, the popularity of the KPP was Hashim considered this issue as the ment. In fact, during the 1952 lan- pr ime goal  of  the  Language community in this region.  For this, 
distinct language) over the religious quite pronounced.  In that election, economic problem and did not let it guage movement, not only the edu- Movement, as far as the common the majority of the Bengali Muslim 
nationalism as suggested in the so though the Congress won a majority, turn into a communal conflict. Due cated class but also the illiterate (85% people were concerned, was their maintain liberal outlook and tradi-
called Two-Nation Theory. The LR yet it failed to win an absolute one. t o  s u c c e s s f u l  c a m p a i g n  o f  of the people at that time) common economic salvation. That is yet to be tionally believe in the principle of 
had also suggested separate inde- On the other hand, the KPP outnum- Suhrawardy and Abul Hashim, the people took active part in it. The achieved. peaceful coexistence with other 
pendent states in the Muslim major- bered the seats secured by the ML. Bengal ML won a landslide victory in reason behind participation of the religious communities. Keeping this 
ity areas of India, perhaps with a However, after the election, some of the provincial assembly. educated class in the Language Md. Anwarul Kabir is an educationist at in the mind, we should discard the 

AIUB and a freelance writer .loose confederation, following the the independent Muslim members Thus, in essence the common Movement was straightforward as proposition that the Muslims of this 

History and Ekushey: an observation

21 February, as it was

Mohammad Ali Jinnah defends Urdu: Dhaka 1948
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human history. They witnessed the wider  readership at home and abroad. RASHID ASKARI

unprecedented event of the supreme This might bring our writers global 
sacrifice made by the invincible acclaim and place our literature in the T was not a language of the divin-
Bengali on the altar of their  passion for same line with world literature. On the ities. .It was not a language of the 
mother-tongue. Although it was too other hand, seminal works from the heavenly revelation. Nor of any 
late to gain the global recognition for store of knowledge should equally be ruling caste. It was rather the 
this singular selfless sacrifice, we got it translated into Bengali and made to language of some lesser mortals. A ' 
at long last. Our Ekushey is now the reach our reading public at affordable vulgar tongue', 'a language of the gut-
International Mother Language Day. prices. Keeping this end in view, the ter' !
This is the pride of the country. This is government should hugely subsidize Yes, it was our language, and still is. 
the pride and joy of our people. these translation projects to attract We loved it and still do love it. We 
Ekushey is the sweetest song of the highly skilled translators. In addition, prefered hell and our language to 
Bengali that tells of the saddest there can be a university after the name heaven and others'. This is our mother 
thoughts. The last Bengali on earth may of Rabindranathtongue; our beloved Bangla; our 
die chanting the glory of Ekushey. These are, however, matters of 'dukhini barnamala' (poor alphabet!).

But do we now prize for it? That we policics and their implementation. But The Bengali language is one of  our 
are still speaking Bengali should not be the chief driving force behind these is mother-trinity of the Bengali; the other 
enough to our satisfaction. An object of the true spirit of Ekushey. The true two being their female parents and 
love calls for constant careful nurture. spirit means the Bengali nationalistic their motherland. We love our mothers. 
Are we duly caring for our language? spirit; a secular liberal feeling that We love our motherland and mother-
Bengali is not only one of 6,528 lan- emerges from the flesh and blood of a tongue too. Most of us did not have to 
guages spoken across the globe. It is nation; from the bones and marrows of die for our mothers, but many of us had 
one of the top ten languages in the a people. That is the spirit which mat-to die for our mother-tongue and then 
world. Given the number of speakers, it ters. All our hopes and aspirations, for our motherland. As a matter of fact, 
is in the seventh position. But is it dreams and desires, promises and the struggle for our mother-tongue has 
improving expectedly? Is it on the same pledges need to be made and material-led us to the long-borne struggle for our 
footing with Mandarin Chinese, ized by the indomitable spirit of motherland and finally we saved them 
English, Spanish, Hindi, Arabic, Ekushey.  both. This is a unique sequence of 
Portuguese, Russian, Japanese and There is an air of an all-out reforma-events which takes us from the pro- established purely for the furtherance researchers, who are producing hack- from the Academy, nor are we getting 
German? Surely not! Apart from tion in the country following the advent longed shadows of dependency to the of Bengali language and literature, has neyed and sterile stuff in the name of high-quality translations of world 
Tagore's Nobel triumph, Bengali lan- of the new government . So, the situa-light of independence. The immortal proved a dismal failure. It has become a research. It is to be regretted that the literature into Bengali and vice-versa.
guage and literature could not as such tion is expected to be congenial to the Ekushey is the first of the stairs that led sanctuary for the pseudo-intellectuals Bangla Academy has not yet been able However, the buck stops here. The 
prove any other identical worth. Even development of our language and us to the top floor of freedom .Ekushey and sycophants. With the exception of to publish a world-class book on Academy has to be changed hook, 
in academia, Bengali is in a state of total literature.There is little use of much was the harbinger of our independ- a very few, most of the publications of Bengali language. The quality of the line,and sinker. There should be always 
neglect. It pales in comparison with fanfare during the month of February ence; the herald of our liberation. Our this Academy are miserably sub- translation work is almost one and the room for fresh talent and adequate 
other subjects. It is treated as an only. We should always work for our great independence is closely tied to standard. Far from the global modern same. But the most disquieting fact is pecuniary support. Dr. Azad could not 
unprofitable discipline in the market- language. We should try to bring smile the apron strings of Ekushey. .Ekushey approaches, the rusty ideas of the old that, the cultivation of scholarship here undertake his proposed joint-venture 
driven philistine  society. Students of to the face of our 'Dukhini Barnamala'. came,so Independence could not be fusty professors and the half-baked is being jeopardised by the naked prac- of writing the most comprehensive and 
high calibre do not usually tend to This is our promise. We should keep it.far behind .She had to appear on the thoughts of the immature novices are tice of politicization. As a result, the important book on Bengali language 
study their mother tongue. On the winged chariot of 'Amar Ekushey'. finding expressions in the form of true spirit of Ekushey has been partly for the Academy's nonchalance 
other hand, mediocrity is taking its Dr. Rashid Askari, writer and columnist, Immortal Ekushey was born on the printed materials called books from extremely vitiated by the whims of the and partly for the lack of monetary 
optimum advantage both academi-21st February of 1952. The whole world is professor of English, Islamic University, the Academy. hack writers. This is why, we are not support. All works by  our prominent 
cally and professionally. Kushtia. E-mail: saw the bloody birth of a language The Academy's research ventures getting any original and creative work authors should be properly translated 

Our Bangla Academy, which was movement, which is almost a rarity in are held hostage by a gang of fake on our language, literature, and culture into English and made to reach much rashidaskari65@yahoo.com   

Immortal Ekushey : We have promises to keep

AFSAN CHOWDHURY with the colonial ruler but between the the same destination but official dis- tural sharing and widening of the door that is. Its historic task was perhaps ment in several sectors including the IT 
two major colonized population crimination made them resentful and to all. Thus Hindi, the language of the necessary till a new set of state guaran- as Indians became a more confident 

OLITICS of nationalism is groups. The objective was to gain legiti- rebellious fellow travellers. It is possi- minority, rules over India where this is tors emerged, which it did in the form part of the global IT boom. In Pakistan, 
rooted in cultural identity. In macy to claim the right to rule India if ble that the refusal to accept Urdu as resented especially in southern India, of the army and it's the culture that Urdu has been overcome by several 
the case of South Asia, this is the colonials left or as the principal the cultural glue of Pakistan was the where it has almost no space. But more binds the military together, keeps cultural constructs, including the 
particularly visible. For exam-P collaborator during the colonial fundamental sin of Bengalis that significantly, Hindi in general and the Pakistan together too. In fact, the rela- 'language' of the military and the lan-

ple, the Muslims of India organized period. Culture of politics and politics defined them in Pakistani ruling class lingua franca argument have been tionship of the Punjabis who dominate guage of the mullah. Both these forces 
themselves around the right of Urdu to of culture were firmly established both eyes as illegitimate passengers on the made redundant by the rise of English the army and the business class and have swamped the state and the ser-
continue as the official tongue of the as an agent of politics and cultural transport which was a metaphor for the there which serves the purpose of cross certainly feel no ethnic relationship vants of the Urdu nationalist move-
then United Provinces and from that expression of the same objective.  state. So the wish to change trains for cultural communication more conve- with the Urdu language and its root ment. Urdu culture can flourish only as 
went on to flower the Aligarh move- another destination became the apt niently. In a way, Hindi, having done its culture of the United Provinces pro- allowed by these dual forces now in Nationalist continuity of the 'Bangla 
ment and subsequently the Muslim description of irreconcilable differ- historic task of providing a set of vides an interesting study of the origi- command. In India, Hindi has been bhasha andolon'
League. The Urdu language and its ences and the differing national objec- nationalist platforms has now taken a nating sources being overcome by new incorporated and reproduced, re-The political events after 1947 that 
space --- political and social --- was were centred on the Bangla language tives that had always existed but grew backseat. India's ethno-cultural glue is cultural parameters delinked from birthed if you will as the language of  
fundamental to the construction of the strong over a very short time after 1947. English and its multi-lingual mass language. More so, as the Urdu speak- Bollywood and TV, now threatening to demand were not a dramatic new 
Muslim nationalist movement of India. media lingo. ers of India who led the fight on behalf become a global phenomenon. Linguistic nationalism is no vehicle development but an extension or a 
Interestingly, the meeting in Dhaka of the Muslim League in India were for equity but political gain In Pakistan too, Urdu speakers and In Bangladesh, general education as continuation of a longer and older 
which founded the Muslim League in over time marginalized and ultimately Urdu have diminished in importance well as specialized education has The essential purpose of this ethno-movement. The majority of East 
1906 was an education conference, not limited to Karachi and had to form a and a common shared culture built slipped since 1971 and the dreams of linguistic framework --- language as Bengal/East Pakistan found an oppor-
a political one.  defensive party to uphold the cause of around Urdu is hardly what is keeping an equitable education system have identity --- is political and not meant to tunity in this to construct a political 

Hindi nationalism developed in the native Urdu speakers of Pakistan Pakistan together, whatever together fallen behind the dream if there was act as a democratic transport for cul-identity in a changed political environ-
stages too following a similar path. A through the Muhajir Qaumi Mahaz one to start it within the movement. ment or reshape an old one in a new 
major contest with Urdu in critical (MQM) party. 'Home Landers' of The distancing of the elite from the environment. It's not like the leaders of 
parts of India was key to its identity as Muslim Pakistan became migrants in native language is also an interesting this construct had not had political 
the cultural vehicle of the Hindustani the new land.  Urdu had been pushed phenomenon of the linguistic nation-incarnations before as East-West 
people. The language activists of the into becoming the original language of alist state. The vernacular elite for a Bengal based Bengalis but 1947 put an 
United Province under many 'Indian' the political migrants to Pakistan from period of time also participate in lin-end to that exploration. However, the 
nationalists claimed that Hindi should its status as the language of the con- guistic apartheid and extremism where difference this lot of people had with 
replace Urdu as the official language struction of Pakistan. Urdu too didn't other languages were shut down and the Urdu inspired Muslims of the rest of 
because it was the language of the act as a democratizing cultural tool linguistic proficiency in Bangla alone India was fundamental, had been so for 
previous foreign rulers of India, the there. mattered.  The result has been a great 

long and by the 1940s had become Mughals and other people from central In Bangladesh, Bengali had a slightly leap back whereby Bangladeshis have 
deeply acrimonious. The Pakistan vote Asia. Over time this movement became different history, but the essential been cut off from the rest of the world. 
of 1946 notwithstanding, the relation-strong and the essential contradiction Since social reconstruction hasn't narrative is not very different. It had its 
ship between Urdu and Bengali speak-between the Urdu/Muslim and occurred, competence in English is a spark of extreme jingoism and racism 
ing Muslims never improved and Hindi/Hindu loyalists became the major marker of elite configuration soon after 1971 when it denied cultural 
though people didn't reject Pakistan political marker of the Indian national- which is happening outside state run rights to the Adivasis in the name of 
they reframed it in their own mind as ist movements and its internal con- schools. Thus, ordinary people who constructed Bengali nationhood. Its 
an opportunity for a better life in a new flicts. It had more contradiction within attend 'national' schools are actually manifestation was also not different in 
state and not as a commitment to a itself than it had with the British rulers marginalized while those attending its function because its purpose was 
nationalist construct based on Urdu-who had become for both communi- off-curricula 'non-national' schools the same as that of those Urdu and 
Muslim identity parameters.  ties a source of opportunity to negoti- end up as part of the ruling class. This is Hindi nationalists who articulated 

Because West Pakistan became ate their futures. The British of course the indicator of the role language language as a building block of nation-
'Pakistan' and Pakistanis had limited saw only mutually acrimonious collab- played in politics leading to statehood alism to gain political rights. It was 
interest in a better life for the East orators of its own colonial projects. and its role in social management after meant as or became a tool for achieving 
Pakistanis, the resentment and conse-Even within the main streams, we statehood was established. differentiation with its contestant in its 
quent conflict was inevitable. Urdu was know of several other streams and Given the experience of the three nationalist journey rather than a tool to 
the 'mystic vehicle' of culture of the trends of which the most significant states in South Asia on language based enhance the educational, social or Pakistan movement and the Bengalis sub-trend was that of Bengali national- culture and politics and the fate of cultural capacity of its people in gen-by rejecting it were in a sense rejecting ism, also to be described as Bengali language as a distributor of equity and eral.  the spirit and essence of Pakistan. By Muslim nationalism, which also led to democracy, it seems difficult to ignore  Spreading education is not a very shedding blood for a culture that in the birth of a new state. At the confer- the conclusion that linguistic national-different goal from spreading prosper-theory could be shared by Hindus too, ence in 1905, where Indian Muslim ism by itself is no guarantor of cultural ity so the role of language is also rooted Pakistan's main enemy and contestant, nationalist movement was being and economic development and such in the historical ideology of the nation-they also became in Pakistani eyes birthed in its latest edition, the Bengali movements are driven by present or alist movement. To separate language 'para-Muslims' and the drift between identity of Muslims was also in play. potential ruling class members whose 

from politics is misleading and it's by the two became immediate. The lan-More than one speaker at this meeting relationship to culture and language is 
measuring educational and economic guage movement was not dramatic and spoke in favour of Bengali language driven by their notions of workable 
performance can we say whether lan-nor was the Pakistani perception of and culture and stated that they had no political tools rather than any altruistic 
guage movements have a wider objec-what a Bangla speaking Muslim was, plan to junk Bengali in favour of Urdu affection for the vernacular. Some 
tive than gaining state power. but the language movement confirmed or any other language.  Later this trend people certainly feel that way but not 

 The diverse cultures of India were exploded into a full blown political it. Identity decided culture and culture the dominant and dominating. 
not brought closer or harmonized by movement after 1947, which ultimately in turn determined politics. 
Hindi, the national language but led to Bangladesh. Bengalis or East Pakistanis thus 
English. That in later years also allowed Afsan Chowdhury is a senior journalist and This ethno-linguistic nationalism became lower class passengers on the 

historian.it to become the vehicle for its develop-was not based primarily on its conflict Pakistan train. At one point, they had 

Urdu, Hindi and Bangla nationalism: 
                                  three states but little equity   

A pamphlet issued in 1948

I

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman (left) carrying a wounded person to hospital: -1948
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SYED MUAZZEM ALI consideration.  Colin Power, the then role of UNESCO in the preservation 
UNESCO Deputy Director General, of languages, expressed concern at 

MAR Ekushey marks the and Tazammal Huq, our compatriot the fast disappearances of mother 
historic starting point of and the then Special Assistant to languages, and emphasized the need 
o u r  w a r  f o r  s e l f - Director General helped us in over- to proclaim an International Mother Aemancipation and inde- coming the obstacles.    Language Day to create greater 

pendence, and is a unique event in On the substantive question, our awareness. As regards earmarking 
contemporary history and in our draft resolution, which had high- 21st February as the day, I recalled 
national life.  It is a matter of great lighted the need for preservation of the supreme sacrifice that our mar-
national pride that on 17 November mother languages, should not appar- tyrs had made on that day in 1952 for 
1999, UNESCO General Conference ently pose any problem to any mem- the preservation of our mother lan-
unanimously adopted a resolution ber-country. But in reality, many of guage Bangla -- an unprecedented 
tabled by Bangladesh proclaiming the European and other countries, event in contemporary history. 
o u r  " A m a r  E k u s h e y "  a s  t h e  some of which are the main contri- Fortunately, our strong behind-
International Mother Language Day.  butors to UNESCO's budget, have the-scene lobbying worked. A good 
Earlier, on 12 November 1999, as multilingual societies, and the issue number of our co-sponsors made 
B a n g l a d e s h ' s  P e r m a n e n t  of mother language is a highly sensi- statements supporting our resolu-
Representative to the UNESCO, I had tive issue in their countries.  Their tion. Consequently, the multilingual 
the privilege to formally introduce underlying concern was that the European delegations did not 
t h e  d r a f t  re s o l u t i o n  a t  t h a t  p ro c l a m a t i o n  o f  t h e  Mo t h e r  oppose our draft resolution and it 
Conference, and to pilot its success- Language Day might trigger off new was unanimously adopted at the 
ful unanimous adoption. unrest in their own countries. I per- Second Commission. To someone 

The triumph at the UNESCO is a s o n a l l y  m e t  t h e  Pe r m a n e n t  who was not directly involved in the 
befitting tribute to our Shaheeds and Representatives of those countries lobbying process or familiar with 
a historic achievement for the and explained to them that the main multilateral diplomacy, this might 
nation.  Since this historic national objective of our effort is to preserve have seemed easy sailing, but for 
honor was achieved during the languages. We also highlighted the those of us, who had been pursuing 
Awami League government, the historic fact that linguistic differ- the matter tirelessly, this brought a 
succeeding BNP government tried to ences do not cause wars, intolerance great sense of achievement and 
minimize its importance. Certain does, and that respect for each relief. Finally, as I said earlier, on 17 
quarters even tried to give the other's mother languages would November the Plenary of the General 
impression that this honor was only strengthen national and inter- Conference formally adopted our 
achieved due to the initiative of an national solidarity. draft resolution proclaiming Amar 
expatriate group in Canada, or due to The former Education Minister of Ekushey as the International Mother 
the interest  of  the  UNESCO Bangladesh, ASHK Sadeque, led the Language Day. Subsequently, the 
Secretariat, and that our government Bangladesh delegation to the p re s e n t  D i re c t o r- G e n e r a l  o f  
had no role in it.  However, the reality UNESCO General Conference from UNESCO, Koichiro Matsura formally 
is that only member states can table, 25 October to 2 November 1999. We launched the Day at the UNESCO 
adopt or reject resolutions at the arranged meetings for him with headquarters on 21 February 2000, 
UNESCO, and not individual groups education ministers from other amid speeches, a Bangla musical 
or people, and certainly the UNESCO countries to enlist their support. program and display of books on 
Secretariat does not have any role on Before his departure from Paris, he languages. 
such matters.  asked me to process, introduce and In March 2001 Prime Minister 

Surely, a Canada-based multilin- undertake all negotiations on the Sheikh Hasina laid the foundation of 
gual group called "Mother Language issue.  Our vigorous diplomatic an International Mother Language 
Lovers of the World" had initially efforts in Paris were successful and Institute in Dhaka in the presence of 
submitted a proposal for the procla- w e  w e r e  a b l e  t o  e n l i s t  c o - the then UN Secretary General Kofi 
mation of 21st February as the sponsorship and support of about 28 Annan.  Unfortunately, the project 
International Mother Language Day countries from different continents, has not yet been completed. It 
and they deserve our sincere com- but one could still feel the underlying should be our national endeavor to 
mendation.  But the UN or the concern of some multilingual complete the project soon as a testi-UNESCO National Commission. Sheikh Hasina.  It was Prime Minister two days before the General 
UNESCO Secretariat cannot accept European member countries. monial to our Shaheeds.  W h e n  t h e y  a p p r o a c h e d  o u r  Sheikh Hasina who took the bold C o n f e r e n c e .  T h e  U N E S C O  
any private initiative and they had Finally, on 12 November, I was Commission, the latter processed decision to submit the proposal as Secretariat had initially raised objec-

Syed Muazzem Ali, a retired Foreign directed the group to approach a given the opportunity to introduce the matter and the Education our official proposal.  From then on tions on both budgetary and proce-
Secretary and a former Permanent member country. Accordingly, they the draft resolution at the Second Minister Late ASHK Sadeque took all initiatives and negotiations were dural grounds. We convinced them 
Representative to the UNESCO, had intro-

had contacted us in Paris and we had Commission. In our broad-based the initiative to bring the matter to conducted at the government level. that they had nothing to fear, and duced the Mother Language Day 
advised them to get in touch with our statement, I underlined the primary the attention of our Prime Minister We got the proposal in Paris just finally the proposal was put up for Resolution and piloted its adoption.

International Mother Language day- 
                     a great national achievement

TULIP CHOWDHURY the younger generation. They could of life, a time to gather harvest to last 
sing the latest hit songs and even lifetime. Knowledge accumulated, 

E are at a remarkable dance to their tunes. There were wisdom gathered at this time of life 
crossroads of culture. catchy Hindi tunes blaring out of the come like kindled fire in our later 
In this time of the loudspeakers. Added to the Hindi years. No wonder Rabindranath 
d y n a m i c  c h a n g e s  W were some numbers by Pink Floyd Tagore lives through ages with his 

taking place in the society, our lan- and Madonna. I was at a loss to work in  Bangla  and Wil l iam 
guage that goes hand in hand with understand why our Bangla songs Shakespeare won his literary crowns 
culture is also being affected. Growth were considered out of place in the in English. Out there are thousand 
of media, business and Internet in gathering. It is true that Hindi songs others who won recognitions while 
English have the younger generation come with very vibrant music but working through their own mother 
soak in the second language like that should not call for a demise of tongue. I wish that our youths would 
sponge.  They dress like the western our Bangla songs. An option for sec- learn the lessons of life from these 
world, socialize in the western mode ond language or a borrowed culture great men. 
and take up English or Hindi to com- can always be there but not at the     The up bringing of our youths is 
municate with each other. These expense of our own language and of our greatest concern for they are 
waves of changes occurring espe- culture. Moving away from one's the future leaders of our nation. 
cially in the cities often have the own culture and language is like English medium schools can come 
younger generation learning their losing the roots. up with extensive curriculum on 
mother tongue half way. Ask them to Marathi writer SN Navre recently teaching Bangla as our mother 
say a few words about the works of got the GD Madgulkar award for tongue. Bangla medium school can 
Rabindranath Tagore or Kazi Nazrul writing on cinema. In a telephonic go for deeper study into Bangla liter-
Islam and they will be lost. Ask them interview, Navre said that language ature. The new generation needs to 
about binds people together and distanc- learn the history of their country, to 

 21 February, International ing from one's mother tongue entails know how our language martyrs gave 
Mother Tongue Day and how distancing from one's family. life to recognize Bangla as our 
Bangladesh is related to the day; a To many of our youths speaking in mother tongue. Each and every one 
counted few will be able give satisfy- fragmented Bangla is like a fashion should learn the history of how the 
ing answers. Only a handful of our trend. To these youths there is a sense students of University of Dhaka and 
youths can come forward with an in of belonging to a special group, a other political activists defied the law experience, explore our customs, twined with their culture and lan- knowledge. But let them gather the 
depth knowledge of their own lan- group that seems to belong to the and organised a protest on 21 structure our community, construct guage. Besides our educational insti- fruits of their mother tongue. Life is 
guage and the Bangla literary works western world and know little about February 1952, how history was our laws, articulate our values and tutions parents and guardians too never at a stand still. Life goes on and 
that have graced our culture. their own culture and language, made from there. Their knowledge of give expression to our hopes and should be vigilant citizens and bring so does the gathering of knowledge. 

Teach the younger generation traditions and heritage. Their ideals history must be sacrosanct about the ideas. The language of the soul is the up the future generation on a sound With all that let the light of their own 
their mother tongue thoroughly and are western ways of life. Quite often Bengali Language Movement. On 21 mother tongue.  Encouraging young background of their own culture and mother tongue light up the inner 
their culture and they will thank you peer pressure leads the youths to February on Language Movement children to learn their mother language. We need to set our children beings of our children. As Kahlil 
at one stage of their life. When they accepting this 'high fashion 'world. Day, when we visit the Shaheed tongue would help children to to reading Bangla books. They need Girbran says, 
become somebody of the world they They want to belong to a group, to be Minar we should make sure that the develop confidence, self-esteem and to be introduced to Bangla prose, “ You are the bows from which your 
will do so upon their roots. How can a identified with their peers and follow younger generations know the their unique identity within their poetry, music and the arts. Too much children as living arrows are sent 
tree blossom to its full without a blindly what the peers do. These 'lost names of the language martyrs. The own culture and even in a multicul- of their spare time is given to video forth.”
healthy root? Language is a medium youths' are like the fruits out of sea- names of language martyrs, Salam, tural society. Anthropologist are of games and to Internet socializing. All  May we guide our children of the 
to bring people closer. It is no fashion son in their time. I call them 'lost' Jabbar, Barkat and Rafiq should be the opinion that ethnicity is identifi- that can be streamlined to make path of the righteous with knowledge 
statement not to  know one's mother because they are a confused lot at the engraved into the minds of our able whether a person lives in his ways to deliver more of their lan- to show them the ways of the world. 
tongue. The other day, going to a prime time of life. The spring of life- nation's future generation. The souls own country or in an adopted coun- guage and culture to them. It is Let them stand firmly on their soil 
picnic was like bringing half of Delhi time youth is the time when we are to of these martyrs can rest in peace try. Language backgrounds are within us to plant the seed of nation- holding the torch of their own lan-
in the picnic ground. All the people find life and its richest groves. Our when we continue to spread the observed to be visible in one's cul- alism in our younger generation. We guage, culture, heritage and tradi-
played 'antakshari' with the Hindi deepest thoughts, the creative self beacon of our mother tongue. tural heritage and ethnicity. hold up the light of knowledge for our tions. 
songs. I was surprised to see how finds its most glorious heights in our It is through language that we    In this crossroad of time there is a children. Let them learn English, 
popular the Hindi songs are among Tulip Chowdhury is a teacher and critic.  mother tongue. Youth is the fountain develop our thoughts, shape our challenge of keeping our youths French, Hindi or any other second 

Bangla at the crossroads
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NAZMA YEASMEEN HAQUE Bengali. The climax of the matter as 
seen by this writer was, having 

 saga of a time-period is attended a meeting when everyone 
unveiled as we look back at was signing her/his name in Bengali, 
our history of earning one lady who happens to be the prin-ABengali as one of the state cipal of a school shuddered in fear 

languages long fifty-three years ago, uttering that she could not write her 
to be culminated in achieving inde- name in Bengali! As if writing one's 
pendence of this land of ours own name in Bengali is a task that is 
through the supreme sacrifices of next to impossible. And thus was 
our valiant freedom  fighters coming created a breed of neo-Bengalis a 
from all walks of life-an epoch- long time ago that remained unno-
making event that also has turned a ticed in society, people who of their 
goodly thirty-eight years. Taking it own constructed an artificial dichot-
further up in the height of achieve- omy between Bengali and English 
ment came the declaration of the while ascribing a lower status to the 
United Nations recognising our former and regarding a knowledge of 
Language Martyrs' Day as the English as a status symbol. This belief 
International Mother Language Day can further be made explicit by their 
in 1999. particular behaviour of feeling no 

As far as span of time is concerned, qualms, let alone shame or guilt, 
they are most impressive vis-a-vis in about not knowing Bengali well 
terms of progress made in the use of whereas never do they aver that they 
Bengali in general; in the number of do not know English well although 
books in various disciplines pub- many of them fall in this category. 
lished, magazines and journals on a Ignorance of Bengali does not 
variety of subjects, issues and poli- make such individuals lesser people 
cies coming out regularly, Bengali but ignorance of English does. Thus 

nels that one can reach in a fraction walks of life, any type of English, be it everyone is a Bangabandhu, there created and let us be natural. Bengali has taken many leaps forward. In this an air of superiority is added to their 
of a second. The result has been over- flawed, broken or pidgin, has come cannot be even a moderate accept- is not only for exercising our intellect connection, it is heartening to learn character, an in-group circle is built 
whelming so much, so that to many into use thereby being accepted as its ability of any kind of provincialism or but also for expressing all our emo-that Buddhadev Bhattacharya, the and a culture of make-believe aris-
youngsters that has assumed the natural form. The end result is a big colloquialism in one's tongue. It is tions, a total sum of which makes us Chief Minister of West Bengal, has tocracy is willed into birth. All these 
position of a second language, be it mess. In the recent past our younger strange that in spite of the spellings human. And this is most pronounced praised dictionaries (Poribhasha) accrue from a wrong sense of lan-
after Bengali or English. To com- generation has metamorphosed into of Bengali words made much simpler when we are in trouble, in misery, in made in Bangladesh, terming them guage learning where linguistically 
pound matters, we do not see so rosy a kind of hybrid population. compared to those in our days, many sickness. One small but appropriate as better in quality than those com- no conflict exists for learning one 
a picture of learning English cor- Under the circumstances, it will be adults still find it hard to read and example is that we cannot cry in piled West Bengal while visiting the language from the other. It is abso-
rectly by the youngsters either which foolhardy to remain complacent write them. I reckon it more as a English. Learning English and/or any Bangladesh stall in the current book lutely pointless to even imagine that 
is caused partly by the proliferation about the state of Bengali in our fashion originating from a particular other language for that matter does fair in Kolkata. All is very much reas- learning the mother tongue well 
of sub-standard schools in English country. For the development and mindset of affectation rather than an not stand in the way of learning suring, no doubt; but against this might interfere with learning English 
medium, falling standards of English spread of Bengali among people actual difficulty. Bengali and vice versa. Then again to very backdrop, one has to remember or any other language for that matter. 
in the so-called big English medium having formal education, both old To put it in a different way, it seems facilitate growth, development and that this sincerity in intention and Such half-baked ideas have since 
schools of the elitist type, poor stan- and young, the goal ought to be mas- that for a Bengali by birth, deficiency use of Bengali more and more, and to effort for the culture of Bengali has long done tremendous disservice to 
dards of English teaching in Bengali tering Bengali in its refined form. For in the Bengali language does not make it a vibrant language, scholars remained the domain of a limited the cause of spreading good quality 
medium schools, both public and quite a long time we have been hear- matter as much as that in English should not be unnecessarily rigid few since long, although a large num- Bengali among the so-called edu-
private, by and large and, on top of all ing Bengali words uttered with a because the former does not uplift a about minor deviations that are ber of educated Bengalis could come cated class. It is seen as a deliberate 
these, over dependence on private flavour of English and also Bengali person to a higher status in society as there in every language and that have within this fold and contribute to its suppression of one's mother tongue 
tutors by all and sundry has trans- words ending with  †Q  as c‡o‡Q, does the latter. This far for a mal- come to stay. Let our younger gener-dissemination to reach its near per- which by all accounts is a social 
formed the student community into K‡i‡Q, e‡j‡Q etc. have a peculiar perception of one's mother tongue ation know the essence and goal of fect goal. crime. There definitely are no other 
a parasitic species. pronounciation where - †Q  is not held uniquely by an 'educated' sec- Ekushey lest they view it only as a day Talking about this we discover an people in the world who take pride in 

A vast majority of them are learn- stressed; rather the position of the tion of our society. Such and some for walking barefoot, wearing som-attitude, rather a mindset, that is not knowing their mother tongue 
ing neither Bengali nor English well tongue being in a wrong place of the other chauvinistic attitudes are ber clothes and badges in black and quite palpable among people across except a considerable number of us 
by consistently orbiting into a mouth makes a funny sound that is deliberately expressed while the singing that immortal song of ours. a wide range of age and definitely living on the soil of Bangladesh and 
conundrum of language learning- a anything but Bengali. Such and other maximum role in the use of chaste Only then will it shine as a day, a among those belonging to the eco- earning our livelihood in comfort. 
goal that has not been made straight distorted pronunciations are regu- Bengali is justly expected to be month of festivity to remain with us, nomically upper echelons of society. This peculiar mindset in adults takes 
in terms of priority by the families, larly heard on radio and television. played by this group. the Bengalis, forever.Put simply, many of these Bengalis its ascendancy by infecting the 
educational institutions or the min- For the sake of the respectability of On the eve of Ekushey this year, let take pride in not knowing their minds of the young who already are 
istry in charge of education and cul- the Bengali language and its speak- us shun our hypocrisy concerning mother tongue well, not being able to much assaulted by Urdu/Hindi cul- Nazma Yeasmeen Haque is a writer and 
ture. Meanwhile, for an apparent ers, there is an urgency of taking care our language, let us get rid of this Principal, Radiant International School, understand reading books written in ture thanks to innumerable TV chan-

Dhaka .demand of English by people from all of its pronunciations. Since not social malaise which we ourselves 

A demand for quality Bengali

JUNAIDUL HAQUE   Abdul Gaffar Chowdhury's mag- that he was not there to shed tears for Hasan Hafizur Rahman, the brilliant patronization, as I mentioned ear- most talented writers. True they have 
nificent song, 'Amar Bhaier Roktey the martyrs but to demand death literary organizer and poet, was just lier, was good but not enough. made mistakes but the Academy's 

F we take a good look at our Rangano Ekushey February/Ami Ki penalty for the killers. He recalled our out of his teens when he edited his Independence was important Ekushey Book Fair is a great national 
history, we unfailingly find that Bhulitey Pari', fired our imagination great tradition of fighting oppression memorable anthology of Ekushey because it was for the first time that event. It has created many readers as 
1952 and 1971 are the two most and moved the nation to tears. It and urged us to fight with great writings. He influenced our literary Bengalis ruled their own country and well as writers and publishers. The Isignificant years. To our people holds all our noble emotions determination. Eminent playwright and cultural activists very seriously. Bangla was the state language. publishing industry has gone 

1952 and 1971 are the noblest years together  our patriotism, our love for Munier Chowdhury was only 27 in Every year hundreds of books and Earlier during the period of King through a revolution. Thousands of 
of our history. They are our eternal our language and our love for our 1952 but his play Kobor turned out to journals are published during Shashanka (606-637) and during the books have been written on the spirit 
fountains of great pride, deep sorrow people. He wrote the song as a teen- be a very mature work of art. It Ekushey. Ekushey has bred the high- rule of the Pal dynasty (750-1150) and the sacrifice of Ekushey. 
and endless joy. They have become a aged student of Dhaka College. Fifty became immensely popular. Our est number of books and journals in Bengalis ruled their own land but Newspapers are very smart these 
part of our very existence. six years later the song remains our people cried while seeing it, loved it the last fifty six years. Gaziul Haque there is no proof that Bangla was the days and the TV channels carry for-

In 1952 we fought for the rights of dearest one. Mahbubul Alam deeply and resolved to fight for the won our hearts with 'Bhulbo Na, state language then. ward the spirit of Ekushey.         
our language. We fought for our right Chowdhury, a young poet and cul- rights of the Bangla language all their Bhulbo Na, Ekushey February'. The Our fine arts and our music were From time immemorial our peo-
to speak in our mother tongue. And tural activist of Chittagong, declared lives. Kobor's satire is unforgettable. chief bhasha shoinik instantly influ- deeply influenced by the spirit of ple kept religion at a private level and 
in doing so we sowed the seeds of our enced our masses and inspired them. Ekushey. Artists led by Shilpacharya loved the country they lived in. They 
independence. We shook the base of Alauddin Al Azad moved us and Zainul Abedin supported the lan- loved the language they spoke. This is 
Pakistan's suffocating colonial rule. united us with his 'Smritisthombo'. guage movement and used their the root of their culture. We can call it 
We finally became free in 1971 after a Four crore people loved and cried for mighty brush to speak for the rights Bengali nationalism. They believed 
nine-month war of liberation. Our Bangla. Our poets and writers leapt of their mother tongue. Painters like in secularism and liberal humanism. 
language movement and our lan- into writing on Ekushey and champi- Murtaza Bashir actively participated They were not fanatics and they 
guage martyrs provided us the foun- oning the cause of the Bangla lan- in the movement. Bashir, we may believed in living together, irrespec-
dation on which we built our magnif- guage. Ekushey simply galvanized remember, is a gifted writer too. His tive of caste, creed or colour. 
icent edifice of freedom. Ekushey us, electrified us. Ekushey taught us father, Dr. Mohammad Shahidullah, Ekushey means a new birth for us. 
February is the symbol of our great- to love our language, our land and was one of the brains behind the It has given birth to Bengali national-
est glory, our finest achievement. It is our people from the core of our heart.   language movement. People's singer ism and created a new nation based 
an integral part of our life. It The language movement was Abdul Latif sent waves throughout on language. Ekushey belongs to our 
announces the victory of our people initiated and mainly shouldered by the country with his 'Ora Amar land, our people and also to interna-
in very clear terms.  the students of the country, with the Mukher Kotha Kaira Nitey Chay'. tional culture. Ekushey February is a 

The language movement of 1952 students of Dhaka University at the People loved it as it was written with volcano in our cultural arena, eter-
was firstly and primarily a movement forefront .  They  were  whole- words used by the common man. A nally letting out the lava of patrio-
for our mother tongue. Secondly and heartedly supported by politicians, Shaheed Minar sprang up in every tism. It encompasses Rabindranath 
more importantly, it was a move- literary and cultural activists, farm- village, modelled on the central one, Tagore's love for humanity and our 
ment for establishing political ers, labourers, professionals and designed by Hamidur Rahman and language, Kazi Nazrul Islam's rebel-
autonomy and achieving economic even housewives. No wonder the his friend Novera Ahmed. Altaf lion, Jibanananda Das's love for the 
rights. The movement reached great cultural arena was most affected by Mahmud set a new tune to Abdul b e a u t y  o f  B e n g a l ,  S h a m s u r  
heights only because of our people's the movement. Our cultural activists, Gaffar Chowdhury's immortal song Rahman's immortal imagery, the 
deep love for their mother tongue in fact all our people, understood and the whole nation loved it. Zahir roaring waters of the Bay of Bengal, 
and their determination to fight for that the Pakistanis were depriving Raihan wrote profusely and also the wild beauty of the Sundarbans 
its rights. Their full-fledged and and oppressing us.  Maulana used the celluloid, of which he was a and the majesty of the Royal Bengal 
whole-hearted support brought us Bhashani and Bangabandhu Sheikh genius, to spread the message of our T i g e r .  R a h m a n ' s  D u k k h i n i  
success. The whole world respected Mujibur Rahman taught us a new Ekushey. It was only natural that the Barnamala are the proudest letters 
our supreme sacrifice for our lan- sense of identity. The latter named enemies of our independence would in the world too. Ekushey means 
guage. The nation leaped into using was a charismatic, pro-people leader kill people like Munier Chowdhury, your head held high, Ekushey means 
Bangla in all spheres of life although who fought the effective battle for Altaf Mahmud and Zahir Raihan and your pride, Ekushey is our cultural 
state patronization was poor during our independence for two long try to kill many other brilliant cre- destination. Ekushey February is the 
the Pakistan period. It was only after decades. He finally led us to freedom ative men and women. central point of the Bengali nation's 
the birth of Bangladesh that the gov- in 1971. We observed Ekushey Ekushey February has given birth cultural self-discovery. And culture 
ernment and the people looked at February amidst great odds during to the Bangla Academy, which is encompasses all spheres of our lives. 
our language in a similar manner. 1952-1971 but in independent publishing books and journals, 
Thus we started to use Bangla in Bangladesh we saw Bangla flourish- researching, helping young writers 
various spheres of our national life. Junaidul Haque writes fiction and essays.ing as our state language. State get published and rewarding the 

Ekushey: The Bengali's cultural self-discovery

Women students march by Dhaka Medical College, 21 February 1952

F           4

MUHAMMAD ABDUL HAI authorities clamped 144, but the undeterred guage. I know a little bit of Turkish. So it is conve-
Bengali people took to the streets, violating 144. nient for me to draw an analogy of Bengali with 

KUSHEY February  a turning point in The police opened indiscriminate fire on a pro- the Turkish language. In Turkish they say “kolay 
the Bengali nation's search for identity. cession which was just passing by the present gelsin” to wish that Allah might make it easy for 
This day entered the page of history site of the Shaheed Minar. We lost Rafique, one who is doing a laborious or difficult job. But Enot only as a witness to the establish- Shafique, Jabbar, Salam, Barkat, Shafiur and we do not have an equivalent for this in our ver-

ment of Bengali as a state language, it also her- many more young lives in this incident. Even nacular. There are many other expressions 
alded the freedom and the eventual birth of a then the flare of Bengali protest and agitation which are not use in our language because they 
state called Bangladesh. The day brought the could not be contained by the Pakistani rulers. are not relevant to our culture and also no equiv-
recognition of our mother tongue across the They were forced to recognize Bangla as a state alent is available. Bangla Academy has to shoul-
world. Like us people all around the world cele- language. Thus history was made by the brave der the prime responsibility of further enriching 
brate the day as an International Mother Tongue and undeterred sons of our holy land. our language by undertaking serious research 
Day. Ekushey is our pride, our day of remem- Every year we welcome Ekushey with mixed on coining new words and expressions. Apart 
brance. We remember the valiant youths of our feelings of sorrow and happiness. We feel the from this, conscious efforts have to be made by 
soil who made the supreme sacrifice to achieve pangs of the loss of many valuable lives, and at all to introduce Bengali at all levels. Now that we 
the rightful status of Bengali as a language of the the same time we feel proud of their glorious are celebrating Ekushey, let us make a solemn 
Bengali nation. sacrifice. Had they not done that, we perhaps promise that we will use our dear mother tongue 

The conspiracy started as soon as the British would not have achieved the freedom of wherever possible. 
colonial rulers left the subcontinent in 1947, expressing our thoughts and feelings in our own Every year Ekushey comes to remind us of the 
handing over power to the Pakistani authorities. mother tongue. Bangladesh, as a free country, sacrifices made by our young people. We must 
Fifty six per cent of the total population of the would not have emerged, at all. not desecrate the occasion by being oblivious of 
Pakistan spoke Bengali, and naturally the peo- Ekushey February achieved international our responsibility towards the nation. We must 
ple of this part of Pakistan wished to see Bangla recognition when some Bengalis residing in remain committed to the promise of upholding 
accepted as a state language. But the Pakistan Canada, through their association named our own identity, our own language and culture. 
government attempted to sail against the wind, “Mother Language the World”, approached the We shall educate our posterity with the true 
paying no heed to the popular demand of the United Nations for global recognition of knowledge of the language movement and the 
majority of the people of Pakistan. On the 21 Ekushey February as International Mother liberation war. 
March 1948, Mohammad Ali Jinnah, Pakistan's Language Day. Those people, on being advised The spirit of our language movement will 
founder, declared at a public meeting at the by the UNO, contacted the Ministry of continue to imbue our young generation with 
Dhaka Race Course that Urdu would be the state Education, Bangladesh, to take up the matter the courage to make supreme sacrifices for the 
language in Pakistan. He repeated the same with UNESCO. With due approval of the Prime country if and when necessary. We will continue 
three days later in a graduation ceremony at Minister Sheikh Hasina, a formal proposal was to sing “Amar bhaiyer rokte rangano Ekushey 
Curzon Hall of Dhaka University. Later in 1952, sent to the headquarters of UNESCO on February, ami ki bhulite pari” as long as the sun 
Khwaja Nazinuddin, the Prime Minister of September 09, 1999. Subsequently on shines on our sacred soil. Our poets will con-

stNovember 17, 1999, at the 31  conference of Pakistan, gave recognition to Urdu as the only tinue to write poems on Ekushey, our singers 
UNESCO, Ekushey February was acknowledged state language. The public frustration at the will sing forever the melody of immortal 
as the International Mother Language Day.stepmotherly attitude of the Pakistani authori- Ekushey. Ekushey will live with us, for us.

It is worth mentioning here that English and ties gained momentum, and ultimately it 
many other languages have some expressions exploded and flared everywhere of East Muhammad Abdul Hai is Principal, ABC International 

School, Narayanganj which do not have their equivalent in our lan-Pakistan. On February 21, 1952, the Pakistan 

Ekushey --- then, now and always

SUJAYENDRA DAS Amar Ekushey festivity has the eminent literatteurs who are still College of Dhaka city  to pay the 
privilege of earning the status of contributing towards its develop- deepest reverence to the valiant 

O T H E R  l a n g u a g e  'International Mother Language ment with their forceful pen. There souls who fought to preserve the 
holds a pride of place Day'. It is a declaration by the United was big history behind Aamar noble legacy of Bengali language and 
in our life. Through Nations. The people of West Bengal Ekushe. literature. It is indeed a unique Mmother language, the in India should remember that due History behind Aamar Ekushey: moment for the Bengalis who dwell 

human being first learns to speak in to the Martyrs Language Movement After partition of the country in in Dhaka around the Amar Ekushe 
this eternity. After our birth in this of 1952 Bengali language received the year in 1947 the first parliamen- period. The memorable song, 
eternity, our mothers first speak to us international status and recognition. tary session of independent Pakistan 'Aamar Bhayer Rakterranga Ekushe 
so that we are able to speak basic T h e  n o t e d  w r i t e r s  S u n i l  took place in the year 1948. The February Amiki Bhulite Pari'   is 
languages to improve our speaking G a n g o p a d h y a ,  S h i r s h e n d u  venue was at Karachi. In that session heard on the streets of Dhaka. There 
ability. There is a saying also that 'if Mukhopadhya and various other of Parliament it was forcefully were many who witnessed events on 
we develop our mother language writers of West Bengal proudly claim imposed by the treacherous politi- that particular day in 1952 and feel 
instantly then we can easily learn that 'thanks to Amar Ekushe that our cian of the then West Pakistan that as deeply melancholic that a political 
other languages of the world. and forefathers work in the field have in the western part Urdu should be movement of such a pattern could 
Through mother language one tries earned such an international kudos.' the national language of East take place to preserve the language 
to develop individual thought pro- Present status of Bengali lan-Pakistan. This created huge uproar of Rabindramath Tagore, Sarat 
cesses.' guage: among the traditional Bengali Chandra Chatterjee,  Rishi Bankim 

In India there are various lan- There is hardly any country in the Muslims of East Pakistan. A section Chandra Chatterjee and of the later 
guages spoken throughout the entire world where the local citizens have o f  t h e  B e n g a l i  m e m b e r s  o f  generations like Bibhuti Bhusan 
nation. We find that every citizen of not expressed their desire to learn Parliament irrespective of any reli- B a n d o p a d h y a ,  N a r a y a n  
the country imbibes different Bengal i  language.  Thanks to  gious ground shot back with inher- G a n g o p a d h y a ,  S a r a d i n d o  
thought processes which in the later Bangladesh for this. In the famous ent emotions to preserve the rich Bandopadhya and various other 
stage of life help immensely to come historical novel in Bengali by Sunil legacy and heritage of Bengali lan- luminaries  in the field of Bengali 
out with productive ideas. In this Gangopadhya, 'Purba Paschim', the guage and literature. The movement literature.
regard, the scientists, the technolo- language movement bears a special led by Dhirendra Nath Dutta, along Celebrations in Calcutta: 
gists and the medical professionals presence. Gangopadhya notes in with his Muslim brethren, became Generally people talk wholeheart-
develop their thought process with that novel that 'our emotions are highly vociferous in temperament. edly about Amar Ekushey in Dhaka, 
the help of mother language. deeply attached with Amar Ekushey Their plea was, 'we cannot allow the but the celebrations in Calcutta can-

Aamar Ekushey belongs entirely which we cannot erase from our treacherous and tyrant rulers of the not be undermined. Here the emi-
to the then East Pakistan. Four val- memory for ever.' members of the Legislative Assembly nent literatures of the city under the 
iant Bengali Muslims fought val- Hope like this year every year members of Independent Pakistan, stewardship of Sunil Gangopadhya, 
iantly for the preservation and resto- Amar Ekushe should be observed. especially West Pakistan, to impose D i by e n d u  Pa l i t ,  S h i r s h e n d u  

those days the name of the capital globe. It was exactly on that historical ration of our rich Bengali literature Like the Dhaka celebrations if a book Urdu as the national language of East Mukhopadhya, Sachin Das and also 
city was spelt as such). From the year day of 21.2.1952 in and around Dacca and culture. As Bengalis of the Indian fair could be arranged then it adds to Pakistan'. some of the prominent literatures of 
1949 to 1952 there was heavy blood- Medical College and under a neem state of West Bengal, along with the the uniqueness of the celebrations. So after 1949 the movement Bangladesh, like Humayan Ahmad, 
bath and mayhem of young and tree there occurred a bloodbath with B e n g a l i s  o f  i n d e p e n d e n t  At least we feel through this festival against the imposition of Urdu as the Syed Shamsul Haq and Imdadul Haq 
innocent souls. the tyrannical West Pakistan forces. Bangladesh, we are well aware of the the works of Tagore, Sarat Chandra, national language of the then East Milan take part in this august gather-

 There were various young souls It is Amar Ekushe and a day of rich creations and contributions of Bankim Chandra, Bibhuti Bhusan Pakistan began on a war footing. A ing from Rabindra Sadan to Bhasha 
deeply behind the Language remembrance. In a serene mood and Rabindra Nath Tagore, Bankim B a n d o p a d h y a ,  S a r a d i n d o  feeling of nostalgia began with an air Smriti Soudha based at Esplanade. 
Movement of the year 1952 during in disciplined demeanour a long Chandra Chatterjee, Sarat Chandra Bandopadhya etc are rediscovered of feeling homesickness for the The moment the procession reaches 
the month of February 21. The force- queue of literary and cultural loving C h a t t e r j e e ,  B i b h u t i  B h u s a n  once again. purity and salvation of mother lan- Esplanade there are speeches given 
ful souls like Rafiq, Salam, Jabbar, Bengalis along with littérateurs of Bandopadhya, Manik Bandopadhya, guage. 'Aamar Bhayar Rakterranga by the writers of both sides marking 
Barkat and Shafiq were instrumental both Bangladesh and India make Saradindu Bandopadhya, Bibhuti Ami Ki Bhulite Pari Ekushe February' the end of celebrations. 

Sujayendra Das is a journalist based in in making Amar Ekushe famous not their move towards the historic Bhusan Mukhopadhya, Bimal Mitra, echoed throughout the skies of capi- International acclaim of Amar 
Kolkata, India .only in Bangladesh but across the Shaheed Minar, Beltala and Medical Ashapurna Devi and various other tal city of East Pakistan Dacca (In Ekushe: 

Day of emotional cherishment 

We confer in sundry ways to voice guised as we celebrate this day which this attractive word for referring to the English language which is devoid of such Feb. 2008) has observed that proper MOHSENA REZA SHOPNA
ourselves. To that end, languages by since 1952 has been our national strength beloved: ardour. Anomaly is profuse in English pronunciation and accent of Bangla 
means of which we speak are important. and excellence. " Eki shonar aloe jibon bhoriye dile language but we are fortunate to have a words are not being maintained by the 'Ekushey' is a word signifying sacrifice 
The myriad of languages spoken thus We glorify the three fascinating words O go bondhu kache theko, pashe language where we are not confused with new generation and the electronic media and a song of change. Though many 
need to be respected and looked up to by Apni, Tumi, Tui brought through this theko"................ pronunciations like " put" and " but", show little respect to the issue. In no way would think that the death of Abul Barkat, 
proper practice and use. Someone has exotic event to replace the sluggish 'you' Ami diyechi amar ridoya lutiya thanks to the brave sons of the soil who can we encourage this sub-culture of Abdus Salam, Abdul Jabbar, Rafiquddin 
rightly said February 21 (8 Falgun 1359 in in English language is absolutely devoid Tomar premer jonno laid down their lives so that we could talk language practice. Ahmed, Abdul Awal and Shafiur Rahman 
the Bangla calendar) is a "passionate of imagination, sensation and passion. Tumi du haat bariye bukete joriye in the manner we wanted to. It is pathetic "I owe my existence to theare incidents that have become hack-
sentiment strewn in the moral fibre of These expressions are words which at one korecho amaye dhonno.......... to find that the new generation has much language

neyed and need not be recollected every anyone who demands rights to their time can be addressed only to the most The main element that has made these deviated from taking interest in reading for which we've
year, the actuality remains that life is the identity". In 1999 UNESCO declared powerful Being, i.e., God. But when it lines timeless is the mesmeric word Bangla books. In day to day conversation, sacrificed lives in 1952.
most prized possession of a man and February 21 as International Mother comes to mankind  behold the sport! 'Tumi'. they use mangled Bangla with jarring through which I speak,
giving it away for a cause is a feat beyond Language Day and since 2000 the day has When we talk of people who are older to These days the new generation has additions of English and Hindi vocabular- call my mother'
comparison. Ekushey and all the events been celebrated at all UN member states us in age or rank we normally address replaced Tumi by Tui, to display affection, ies. This new mixture (popularly known as and
relating to it are insignificant without with due respect to the martyrs of the them as 'apni', stating their august posi- which henceforth had been used for dejuice Bangla) is a favorite form of con- tell  my beloved '  ami tomake 
their citation. Today we also pay homage Bangla language movement. tion in our lives. 'Tumi' used for accosting addressing those junior or subordinate to versation for them! To capture the bhalobashi'.
to those noble souls who in the Language is the earliest form of com- people younger to you or with whom you you. When you enunciate Tui at a most mindset of the new generation we have to t h a t ' s  m y  m o t h e r  t o n g u e ,  
past/present have enriched the Bangla munication; a pivotal aspect of race and are at a par is the most beautiful, affec- intimate moment, passion is at its height. allure them towards the use of this par- Bangla."Bitan Bhattacharya.
Bhasha because they stood up to protect legacy and its conservation is crucial. Our tionate and romantic invocation which This medley of emotions --- Apni, lance and liking will definitely surface. 
and uphold the secular features of the Mohsena Reza Shopna is Past President, Inner Wheel thrill which radiates from having Bangla has made the strongest of individual trip! Tumi, Tui --- is a mere intrigue over some- In Bangla practice discourse,. Syed 

Club of Dhaka North. as our mother tongue cannot be dis- Songs and poems of all classifications use thing new and apart from the 'you' in the Badrul Ahsan, an eminent columnist (DS, language. 

EKUSHEY

Apni, tumi, tui and much more

A M O R    K U S H E YE

S P E C I A L

International Mother Language Day
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